
 

Surprised Wife With Twins (Ivan and Jennifer) Chapter 84 
In the elevator, Ivan straightened his creaseless cuffs, looking calm and unaffected by what just 
happened. 
 
Catherine was smart enough to follow him to the office without saying a word, playing her role as a 
good-hearted victim. 
 
Finnley happened to be absent. 
 
Ivan took an ointment left by Rowan from the drawer and handed it to her, “Rub some on. It works 
well.” 
 
Without taking it, she looked at the ointment and then up at him. 
 
“Can you help me?” Catherine looked slightly embarrassed, “I can’t bend my arms like that.” 
 
Without waiting for him to reply, she had already turned around and quickly unbuttoned two of her 
shirt buttons, sliding the shirt back a little. 
 
Her injured back shoulder was thus exposed to him. 
 
The ointment box was still in Ivan’s hand, and he hesitated for two seconds before unscrewing it. 
 
Linda Chambers happened to pass by outside the office and she saw this scene by accident which 
shocked her! 
 
Mr. Marsh was rubbing medicine on Miss Collins? 
 
Such a rare scene must be recorded! So, she took out her phone and snap a few shots! 
 
Ivan’s fingertips gently circled her wounded spot, and Catherine closed her eyes to feel this, so surreal, 
painful, but happy. 
 
“That’ll do.” Ivan handed the ointment to her, “Ask Linda to help apply it to you a few times per day.” 
 
Catherine turned around and saw that he wasn’t looking at her at all. 
 
He didn’t have kept his eyes closed the whole time, did he? 
 
When she returned to her office with the ointment, Linda rushed up to her, “Miss Collins, are you hurt?” 
 
There was doubt in Catherine’s eyes. 
 
“I saw… Mr. Marsh rubbing medicine on you?” Linda showed her the photo, “Sneak shot, what do you 
think?” 
 
Catherine saw it but she still felt the happiness, “Send it to me.” 
 
“Alright!” 



 
 
Regardless of how Ivan treated her, the feeling of his fingers gently swirling around her shoulders was 
unforgettable. 
 
In the luxuriously decorated president’s office. 
 
Ivan sat at his desk as he dialed Jordan’s number, “Did you give her the medical records?” 
 
“Yes, and the young lady has been reading them.” Jordan reported, “I guess she hasn’t finished because 
she’s still upstairs.” 
 
“Hm.” 
 
Before he hung up, Jordan couldn’t resist saying, “Mr. Marsh, Young lady is asking about Spencer again.” 
 
“What did you say?” 
 
“I said I didn’t know him, but she seemed suspicious.” 
 
“OK.” 
 
The call ended, and Ivan leaned back in his chair, eyes closed, in a complicated mood. 
 
After a while, Linda’s sneak shot was released and spread on the Internet… It caused a buzz. 
 
Two hours later. 
 
Ivan just finished a business meeting on a project and walked out of the clubhouse, when Finnley saw 
the news, “President, this…” 
 
“What’s wrong?” 
 
Finnley showed him the high-definition photo spreading online. 
 
Ivan’s stern-looking eyes were like covered by a layer of frost, “Take it down.” 
 
“Got it.” 
 
The two got into the Lamborghini one after another. 
 
The driver closed the car door for them and the car drove towards the company. 
 
On his way, Ivan was thinking about that Spencer guy, who would definitely find another opportunity to 
get close to Jennifer. Ivan could never allow this to happen! 
 
At Emerald Bay, the midday sun was warm and bright, the fountain in the courtyard glistening with 
crystal splish-splash. 
 



 
In the living room on the second floor, Jennifer, who had just finished reading all the medical records, 
yawned and stretched herself. 
 
Even her notes were two full pages long! 
 
The situation was quite complicated. 
 
Taking a sip of water, she casually picked up her phone to check the time when a message popped up! 
 
As she clicked on it, she saw the photo of Ivan and Catherine being intimate with each other. 
 
Jennifer froze for a few seconds and then looked closely at the photo. 
 
The woman, clothes slightly off, looking very enjoyable with her eyes closed, they were in the office! 
 
So why did Ivan go to Sunshine Village to find her? 
 
What the hell was he thinking? 
 
Jennifer thought Ivan looked so displeased back then because he was jealous of Spencer, but it turned 
out he still had another woman in his heart! 


